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Responsible for Conducting market and commodity analysis utilizing Piers data and 
DIVA-DS reports, and also Reviewing competitors service and capacity changes as 
requested by Trade Management.

EXPERIENCE

Trade Analyst
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2005

 Created &amp; implemented Reefer Business Plan, through 
coordination of market, sales, &amp; other data and teams.

 Extracted, compiled, &amp; manipulated data from all available 
databases, foreign and domestic.

 Verified &amp; validated all extrapolated data, &amp; create 
purposeful reports for all teams concerned and executive 
management.

 Created a business plan &amp; lead all departments in execution of 
business plan.

 Established time relevant business goals/pillars &amp; have it 
effectively communicated to all teams for proper execution.

 Applied knowledge and understanding of business research 
principles, processes, and techniques.

 Assisted NYMEX Compliance team during our company trading audits.

Trade Analyst 
Delta Corporation - 2000 – 2005

 Responsible for analyzing commodities being imported by Ford Motor 
Company in order to provide U.S.

 Customs and Border Protection with a proper tariff classification code,
and to ensure that the clients shipment of goods meets all U.S.

 trade compliance standards; which leads to the ability of shipments to
be delivered on-time and free of penalty charges In charge of 
producing/.

 Tradepro and SAP, Utilized Microsoft Office Word, Excel Handle 
correspondence Email Communicating with Sales, Broker, and 
Customers Generating .

 Head liaison between various trade infrastructure, including 
settlements, risk management, confirmations, cash, forward, real-
time and origination .

 Inputted daily trades for future transactions to be scheduled Produced
Balance of the month report to ensure accurate transactions and 
delivery .

 Assisted brokers with errors in trades placed or executed by analyzing
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the problem and pursuing a solution that entailed order re-routing, 
manual .

EDUCATION

 BS

SKILLS

Excel Spreadsheets, Communication , Process Improvement, Scheduling, Data 
Analysis, Market Research.
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